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Nømad Coffee Lab & Shop 

"Coffee Lovers' Utopia"

Nømad Coffee Lab & Shop is one place coffee aficionados simple cannot

miss. The cafe serves meticulously roasted coffee in a chic setting making

the experience an unforgettable one for those who appreciate the

nuances of the beverage. Sourced from across the globe, coffee beans are

roasted and ground in front of your very own eyes to give you an

authentic caffeine fix. Open since 8.30, Nømad Coffee Lab & Shop is a

haunt for the early risers. Throughout the day, it's also explored by

shoppers who wish to purchase Nømad's coffee to enjoy it in the comforts

of their homes.

 +34 628 56 6235  nomadcoffee.es/  info@nomadcoffee.es  Passatge Sert 12, Barcelona
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Caj Chai 

"Chai & More"

Opened in 2005, Caj Chai is the famous tea room of Spain. This tearoom

reflects a Bohemian influence and boasts of an expert teamaker, Antonio,

who specializes in the art of tea making from Prague. They have 75 to 100

different varieties of herbal teas which can be complemented by cakes

and scones. While you sip on this beverage, Antonio and his staff will

inform you about the benefits of tea and their different varieties. This is

not just any tea room you will enter, but a meeting point where your

knowledge about this interesting beverage enhances.

 +34 93 301 9592  www.cajchai.com/  info@cajchai.com  Carrer Sant Domenec del

Call 12, Barcelona
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Teteria Salterio 

"Tea & More"

If you are looking for delicious vegetarian food that is also vegan-friendly

and would like to accompany it with great tea, then Teteria Salterio is the

place for you. This charming place serves an eclectic mix of teas from

Arabian to Indian, Moroccan and more and the aromas of tea will lift your

spirits while the delicious veggie fare will sate your appetite. Teteria

Salterio runs at a slow pace and their patrons reflect this vibe as well, who

just linger around to read, chat or to have more tea.

 +34 93 302 5028  salterioteteria@gmail.com  Santo Domingo del Call 4, Barcelona
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Satan's Coffee Corner 

"Devilishly Good Coffee"

Located in the Gothic Quarter, this unusually named coffee shop serves

some of the best coffee in town. The aroma of roasted beans fills the

place while you sip on your drink and browse through vintage records,

arts and other knick'knacks in this coffee/gift shop. With a blend of only

two types of bean, their coffees have a distinct taste. There is also 'the

coffee of the month' where different coffees are showcased to create

more awareness about the many nuances of their blends.

 +34 666222599  www.satanscoffee.com/  Carrer de l'Arc de Sant Ramon del Call

11, Barcelona
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Cafés El Magnífico 

"Coffee Nirvana"

We are all aware that a strong cup of coffee can do wonders to your

senses. Re-energize yourself with a strong, foamy and aromatic cup of

coffee at Cafés El Magnífico. Enjoy your perfect macchiato blended from a

variety of coffee beans in store. Your nose will be seduced by the alluring

whiff emanating from this hidden gem of a cafe, and you will be delighted

to seat yourself in one of those quaint spots in the cafe. Arguably, one of

the best coffee establishments in all of Barcelona, it'll be a folly to miss

out on this man-made genius.

 +34 93 319 6081  www.cafeselmagnifico.co

m/

 elmagnifico@cafeselmagni

fico.com

 Carrer de l'Argenteria 64,

Barcelona
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Onna Coffee 

"Local Coffee Purveyors"

This simple yet cozy coffee shop in the Gràcia neighborhood serves

incredible house-roasted Spanish coffee that is both flavorful and

energizing. While the coffee is well worth its salt, Onna also serves a good

deal of snacks and goodies to go along. Items on the menu worth trying

include the almond croissants, the banana cake, and the lemon cake. If

you're in the neighborhood during the early hours of the day, stop by

Onna's for a robust cup of Café con leche that will awaken you.

 +34 93 269 4870  onnacoffee.com/  onnabcn@gmail.com  Carrer de Santa Teresa 1,

Barcelona
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Cafè Cometa 

"Glorious Breakfasts & Coffee"

Occupying a small space in the Sant Antoni neighborhood is the cheerful

Cafè Cometa. If you crave a nutritious breakfast with a fragrant morning

cuppa, look no further. The cafe is equipped with a brilliant menu that

puts a healthy spin on your day. There is ample coffee to wash it all down,

all available at gloriously reasonable prices. Try the carrot cake and

cheesecake for a sweet fix, or stick to simple yet delicious basics like

sandwiches, croissants, and granola and yogurt. Cafè Cometa also has a

pet-friendly patio, so don't hesitate to bring your furry friends along.

 +34 93 007 3203  info@cafecometa.com  Carrer del Parlament 20, Barcelona
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SlowMov 

"Artisanal Coffee Shop"

This quiet, unassuming coffee shop is tucked into a small lane in the

Gràcia neighborhood, catering to coffee connoisseurs and artisanal

product lovers. SlowMov offers a range of splendidly roasted coffees that

can be sampled at this cozy cafe, and later purchased as well. Stop by

here to enjoy a gluten-free cake as you sip on a superb espresso. Stay

tuned in to their website for events like coffee pairings and tastings.

 +34 93 667 2715  www.slowmov.com/  info@slowmov.com  Carrer de Luis Antúnez 18,

Barcelona
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Abissínia 

"Celebrate Africa!"

Abissínia celebrates Ethiopian cuisine like no other. It offers a variety of

recipes, each one traditional and old, bringing to life the diverse culture

and rituals of the heritage in its flavors. Savor a blend of tomatoes and

onions in rich spices served with chicken in Abissinian style or dig into

splendid tasting Duba Calabaza or pumpkin smeared in oil with carrots

and leeks for flavoring. There are pre-set meals too that can be ordered

here. Do not miss out on the tea and coffee that are served in Ethiopian

style, freshly ground, brewed and processed.

 +34 93 213 0785  Carrer Torrent de le Flors 55, Barcelona
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Usagui 

"For the Mochi"

Looking for a place for a small tea-party or a date then come down to this

nondescript yet popular underground tea salon in San Gervasi. The bare-

brick walls and elemental furnishing lend an intimate charm and an aura

of exclusivity to this hidden gem. On the neatly hand-drawn menu you will

find a choice Japanese specialties like Mochi and doughnuts besides the

teas - thoughtfully laid out to complement each other. Nevertheless, you

will certainly go home with happy memories of this place.

 +34 93 200 5541  Carrer Santjoanistes 28, Barcelona
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